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For those at the operative level, like the Taleban soldiers and commanders, I think the
peace process has failed to play its effective role. They were expecting help, which was
not provided. A very influential commander from …. joined the process and when he
came here, in this very room, he told me he was not happy. He said if he knew this was
going to happen he would not have come back. This is mainly because before he joined
he was promised security, amnesty and some facilities, which after he joined was never
provided.
Ex-Taleban commander1
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Notes from interview with commander (3), Kabul, 15.08.2011
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Part 1: Introduction
Key messages
There have been extensive efforts to reintegrate former combatants in Afghanistan in the
last decade. In many cases reintegration has been attempted while there has been
continued violent conflict. The current reintegration drive we see in Afghanistan today (the
Afghanistan Peace and Reconciliation Programme, APRP) is no exception. Reintegration
during, as opposed to after conflict, is relatively rare, and, as the case of Afghanistan shows,
this introduces considerable difficulties. In this report we find that fighters are disillusioned
both with the Taleban movement and the government’s reintegration support.
This report has a dual purpose: it is designed to offer policy relevant insights on
reintegration experiences to agencies involved in the creation, funding and implementation
of the APRP. The report also distills the broader lessons that can be drawn from
Afghanistan’s reintegration process and, as part of the International Research Group on
Reintegration’s (IRGR) comparative research project on this topic, contributes to an
understanding of reintegration that is more thoroughly grounded in evidence based
research.
Disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) occur in conflict-ridden, weakened
states in which one or more armed non-state actors have challenged the monopoly of
power. Other actors (spoilers) may remain outside the formal DDR efforts and continue to
undermine community security and challenge the fledgling state and other armed
competitors. The inception, escalation, longevity, and ending of armed conflicts often
involve tangled regional dimensions that challenge the notions that civil wars are only
internal. Over the last two decades, the UN as well as regional organizations, have taken a
third-party role in the increasingly challenging peace-building operations around the world,
from political missions to full-fledged peacekeeping operations.2 In retrospect, the
multilateral actors and applied researchers have tended to view the success of these efforts
as mixed. In particular, reintegration has received insufficient attention and resources. They
may also have an inadequate evidence base.3 Given that the global recession currently
threatens the funding of multilateral peace building interventions, a pressing concern is to
enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of international operations. The research
community is being challenged to produce solid applied reintegration research that is
relevant to both policy and planning.4
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In 2010 alone, these agencies, funds, and supported reintegration programs in 18 countries and territories, providing
support to around 257,000 ex-combatants. Approximately 9000 of these ex-combatants were female and nearly 14,000
th
were children. See the Report of the Secretary-General to the 65 session, Disarmament, Demobilization and
Reintegration, (A/65/741) 21 March 2011
The summary in the Report, op. cit., states “...(11) While in the past, United Nation’s assistance to disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration has often been fragmented, significant progress has been made, although many
challenges remain”. For a synthesizing scholarly statement on the state of evidence of the effectiveness of DDR, see, for
example, R. Muggah, M. Bredal and S. Torjesen, Conclusion: Enter an evidence-based security promotion agenda (pp.
268–282), in R. Muggah (ed.) 2009. Security and Post-Conflict Reconstruction Dealing with Fighters in the Aftermath of
War, Routledge Global Security Studies.
The Centre for Peace Studies (CPS) at the University of Tromsø has established the International Research Group on
Reintegration (IRGR) as its contribution to this challenge.
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Findings: highlights
Afghan fighters that have embarked upon reintegration report in interviews for this study a
double disillusionment. They are deeply disillusioned with the actors driving the insurgency
and have lost faith in Jehad. While the original Jehad cause triggered mobilisation for many
and may still be just in their eyes, the ex-fighters talk of their disappointment with selfserving leaders who have strayed away from the defence of Islam and the mission to restore
a religiously-based Afghanistan free from foreign influence.
At the same time, this study finds that the low-ranking combatants, and to some extent the
higher-level commanders that have disengaged, are also deeply disappointed with the
APRP. This is in many ways not a surprising finding. It has been typical for fighters that have
demobilised in a number of conflict zones around the world to voice regret and
disappointment.5 But the fighters interviewed for this study are also experiencing
something far worse than disillusionment. Many of the interviewees are trapped in a
difficult economic and security situation: the departure from the Taliban has made them a
key target of their former comrades. Ex-fighters are forced to stay in the cities as they are
more vulnerable to attack in the county side and the ANSF and police are unable to protect
them there. Insecurity and the inability to return to their home communities often make
them unable to engage in agricultural activities, trade or other forms of employment.
Reintegration is at best partial for the ex-combatants - with a full integration into home
villages or urban dwellings difficult and resumption of legal economic activities often
derailed. At its worst reintegration is a dangerous security trap where unprotected fighters
and related family members become vulnerable targets of the insurgency.
We could be watching a lost moment in Afghanistan: the interviewees note how their
disengagement is closely watched by others in the movement who are also considering
departure. But the trap that many ex-fighters are experiencing with increased personal
insecurity and related economic challenges is discouraging to others. The APRP specifically
and the government more generally are perceived as incapable of providing security and
issuing constructive economic support. This, arguably, might be dissuading a considerable
number of additional fighters that are tired of war and want to leave the insurgency.
Swaying a larger number of the war-wary segment of foot soldiers away from the Taleban is
crucial for the government’s peace and reconciliation efforts. It may well be that there is a
considerable number of low-ranking Taleban soldiers that wish to lay down their arms. At
the moment however, the nature of the APRP process, provides little encouragement to
fighters contemplating departure from the Taleban.
It bears stressing that even as many of the fighters are wary of war and disillusioned with
the Taleban, this frustration is primarily linked to a malfunctioning organisation such as
observations of Taleban representatives collecting tax from villagers for personal gain or
observations of civilians hurt by Taleban operations. The fighters that have departed are not
necessarily critical of the underlying aims of the Taleban and many retain an association
with the values and ideology behind the movement.
5

Kathleen Jennings 2008 “Unclear Ends, Unclear Means: Reintegration in Postwar Societies – The case of Liberia,” Global
Governance Vol. 14, no. 3 pp. 327-345.
David Keen 2009 “A Tale of two Wars: Great Expectations, Hard Times” Journal of Conflict Security and Development Vol
9, no 5
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This ties in with a larger point. The conflicts in Afghanistan have since the late 1970s been
highly political: the identity of the Afghan state and the nature of Afghan society are at
stake. The role of religion and the question of how to combine Afghan traditions with
modernity are central. This means that reconciliation and reintegration cannot be solely
about practical matters such as economic incentives and provision of security – however
paramount these may be. Forging compromises on the role of religion, values and ideology
is also important, both at national and local levels.
The APRP has been widely criticised for a number of organisational failures. 6 Some of these
are also highlighted in this report. There are nevertheless some achievements, however frail
and partial, that bears stressing. In the absence of other security measures, the provision of
urban safe houses by the APRP has for many ex-fighters been, literally, a life-saver. Most of
the interviewees also note that they have been issued monetary compensation from the
APRP, and that this has been issued directly without involving commanders as middle-men.
The provision of direct support is a considerable improvement from previous assistance
offered as part of reintegration programmes in Afghanistan.

Background and Methodology
This study has been undertaken under the auspices of the International Research Group on
Reintegration (IRGR) – an entity tied to the Centre for Peace Studies at the University of
Tromsø. The IRGR is implementing a larger study on reintegration and this report is the
outcome of one of three studies on this topic. Other reports are on reintegration processes
in Somalia and Nepal. All the chosen countries represent cases where the preconditions for
DDR interventions as defined in the UN integrated DDR Standard (UN IDDRS) are only partly
in place.7 The three reports also address DDR processes in complex regional contexts where
neighbouring countries and international powers play an active part.
A key purpose of this report, as is the case with the two other country reports, is to
understand how fighters experience their departure from armed groups and integration into
either formalised military groups or civilian activities. The main purpose is not to assess or
evaluate reintegration programmes run by the government or international organisations.
The emphasis is rather on the fighters and their overall experiences, although a number of
findings will invariably pertain to formal programmes such as the APRP. We also conclude
this report with a note on the implications that our findings have for programming.
Sixteen in-depth and semi-structured interviews with former combatants and commanders
were undertaken as part of this study. We also interviewed two serving members of the
Taleban and two female NGO activists. The two female NGO activists provided a helpful and
distinct perspective on how the actions of local Taleban forces are perceived and
experienced by the local population in one distinct area.
The interviews with serving members of the Taleban provided a useful contrast to the
fighters that have disengaged from the movement. While the ex-fighters stress their
6
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Se for example Deedee Derksen 2011 Peace from the bottom up? The Afghanistan Peace and Reintegration Programme
(Oslo, PRIO) http://www.prio.no/News/NewsItem/?oid=1926814
See module 2.10 in the UN Integrated DDR Standards
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disillusionment with the movement, including its cause and modus operandi, one of the
serving members emphasised the justness of Taleban’s cause, the belief that the movement
will prevail and his commitment to continued fighting. In this way these two interviews
resonates with confident sentiments among serving members elsewhere reported in other
publications.8 This gives grounds for caution regarding a wider extrapolation of the findings
in the interviews. Clearly, there is a diverse set of sentiments among a range of groups of
combatants.
The interview objects were recruited in part through the APRP and in part through personal
contacts of Zuhra Bahman. Bahman, together with a male note taker, did all the interviews.
In all but a few cases the interviews were long conversation that dwelled in-depth on key
issues associated with the fighters’ life during and after active participation in the Taleban
movement. These substantial data provide a highly useful illustration of how some fighters
and ex-fighters view the reintegration processes in Afghanistan.
The in-depth conversations touched on central themes and challenges facing the ex-fighters,
and these can shed important insights and lessons. However, sixteen interviews is a limited
sample and this ensures that we are unable in this report to make wider claims about the
nature of the reintegration process in Afghanistan.
The majority of interviewees resided in Kabul and northern parts of Afghanistan (Balkh
province), although some also hailed from other provinces. There is an important bias
associated with the provinces that the fighters interviewed in this report have operated in:





The provinces have a population with mainly anti-insurgency and anti-Taleban attitude.
Therefore those that join the insurgency are likely to face extra social pressure from the
wider community to leave the movement.
These provinces have stronger government presence that can act as a deterrent and act
as a push factor in reintegration.
These are provinces not bordering Pakistan and southern Afghanistan (including
Kandahar) and therefore have limited access to the resources for the insurgents

Key analytical concepts
This report draws on a number of concepts developed by the International Research Group
on Reintegration (IRGR). The work of IRGR affiliate Tore Bjørgo, among others, on
disengagement from radical groups, informs some of these concepts, which are intended to
guide policy thinking and research on reintegration. These concepts can all be
operationalized for empirical discovery procedures for research, policy analysis, or
programming purposes.
Trajectories; trajectories refer to movements that combatants undertake as they depart
from an armed group. The time span from early departure (early exit) until a full return to
civil life can vary tremendously and may involve complex patterns of movements, which
researchers and practitioners alike need to understand better. All combatants have a
trajectory, regardless of whether the person has chosen to enter a formal reintegration
process. In a research setting, it is just as relevant to study the “self-integrated” combatants
8

New York Times Taliban captives dispute U.S view on Afghanistan war, 1 February 2012
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as it is to study those who enrol in government- or internationally-run programs. The
concept can be operationalised in order to study different strands and sub-strands of
combatants, based on a hypothesis about which strands are critical for a particular study, in
order to document and analyze the systematic similarities and differences between strands.
Depending on the purpose of the study in question, it may be relevant to distinguish
between “verified” and “non-verified” combatants. For certain research purposes, the
question of whether a combatant has been assigned a formal title by a program is
irrelevant. Rather, the key issue is whether the person has been an active member, for
longer or shorter periods, of an armed group and what characterises the trajectories. If the
purpose is to contribute to planning, monitoring, or evaluation, it may be useful to compare
systematically different sub-strands of verified and non-verified combatants in order to gain
critical insights into the program context and how contextual factors may influence the
result chain of the program.
Trajectories can be mapped for particular selected individuals, groups, or segments (strands
and sub-strands). The movements can range from the very basic (such as departure to home
village) to the more complex. Combatants may for example oscillate between departure and
re-engagement a number of times. Moreover, the destination of combatants as they depart
from a group may be very different from a simple return to a home village. It can include
entering into other rural host communities, settlement in urban dwellings or short- or longterm migration out of the country. Activities may range from employment in the formal
economy and local political participation to continued illegal economic activities.
A multi-centric notion of community; a community can be a lived (“socio-geographic”)
place with varying degrees of belonging or an imagined community with frequently shifting
spatial boundaries. In other words, a community can be citizen-based, such as a national
community, a community of believers in a political cause or in a faith, or a community as a
particular kind of lived place with a certain level of social cohesion.9 To date, the standard
IDDRS guidelines and programming manuals have only recognized the latter reference, and
even then usually as a byword for “home village”, or community of return or resettlement.10
It is problematic to presume that combatants will seek to enter “a community” (such as a
home village) after they have completed a DDR program or returned to civilian life on their
own. In fact, return to a home community for an intermittent period or for longer-term,
may only be one of many possible trajectories. Moreover, the bias towards thinking of
community only as “lived space” disregards the fact that combatants are often deeply
entangled throughout the DDR process in real or imagined political, social, or religious
communities. Many of these groups motivate them to join armed groups and may present
serious obstacles to them making changes in their combatant lifestyle and departing from
the armed group.
Disengagement; in this report, “disengagement” refers to changes in behaviour and
participation in social groups and activities during exiting processes. Its twin concept is
engagement, the process of entry into armed groups and movements. Related concepts are
9
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See for example Foley P. and S. Martin. (2000). A new deal for the Community? Public Participation in Regeneration and
Service Delivery. Policy and Policies, Vol. 28 no.5
For a recent analyses if the notion of community in IDDRS and other UN documents, see Bleie T. (2012) Briefing Paper:
The Notion of Community-Based Reintegration in DDR: messages, gaps and ways forward. IAWG, New York: IAWG-DDR
(forthcoming)f
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push factors, which are negative forces and circumstances that make certain social
affiliations unattractive and unpleasant, and pull factors, which offer attractive and
rewarding alternatives to life as a combatant.
A number of studies and research traditions have addressed various aspects of how
individuals join and leave different types of reclusive, militant, extremist, or criminal groups
or scenes.11 A common theme in all these research traditions is the importance of social ties
for disengagement. Individuals typically join a group or movement because their friends or
family members are involved (although they sometimes join despite family opposition).12
After disengagement, family or other close-knit networks may play an important role in the
individual’s social reintegration.13
Engagement and disengagement are junctures in a combatant’s “career,” which typically
has a beginning, a peak, and an end. The various research traditions share the view that
individual decisions to join or leave are the product of a combination of factors and
motivations that work together. Various forms of disillusionment are usually the main
triggering factors.14 There is increasing evidence that the processes involved in joining and
leaving criminal or militant groups have similarities across country cases and types of
groups.
Reintegration: social, economic and political; reintegration is broadly similar to
disengagement, but the concept is wider in that it also includes activities and notions of
belonging after leaving an armed group. Reintegration denotes a process in which fighters
(1) change their status from “combatant” to “civilian,” and (2) alter their behaviour by
ending the use of violent means while increasing activities that are sanctioned positively by
the mainstream community.
The change in behaviour is visible in three arenas: social, political, and economic. In social
terms, combatants reduce their contact and reliance on the militia networks and enhance
their interaction with mainstream communities and family. The political dimension involves
ending efforts to achieve political goals through violent means and instead entering into
mainstream politics at the local, regional, or national level. In economic terms, reintegration
entails a move away on the part of the combatant from the livelihood support mechanism
associated with the militia networks. Instead, as part of economic reintegration, combatants
are able to obtain long-term gainful employment or initiate other legitimate incomegenerating activities, including agriculture, which allows them to support him/herself and
any dependants. It is important to stress, as noted under the “Trajectories” heading, that
reintegration is often partial, incomplete, and reversible.
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For an overview, see Bjørgo and Horgan 2009:5–10 (Bjørgo, T. (2009). Processes of disengagement from violent groups
of the extreme right. In T. Bjørgo & J. Horgan (Eds.), Leaving terrorism behind: Individual and collective disengagement
(pp. 30–48). London: Routledge.)
Sageman 2004:178 (Sageman, M. (2004). Understanding terror networks. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press).
Boucek 2009:219 (Boueck, C. (2009). Extremist reeducation and rehabilitation in Saudi Arabia. In T. Bjørgo & J. Horgan
(Eds.), Leaving terrorism behind: Individual and collective disengagement. London: Routledge.)
Bjørgo 2011( Bjørgo, T. (2011). Dreams and disillusionment: Engagement in and disengagement from militant extremist
groups. Crime, Law and Social Change, 55(4), 277-285. )
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This understanding of reintegration differs from some conventional definitions.
Conceptualisations of reintegration often conflate reintegration with the actual incentives
and support programs that are offered as part of Disarmament Demobilisation and
Reintegration (DDR) programs. The US Army’s Field Manual 3-07 Stability Operations notes
that participants receive amnesty, re-enter civil society, gain sustainable employment, and
become contributing members of the population.15 The field manual notes that
reintegration includes skills training, relocation, resettlement support, basic and vocational
education, and assistance in finding employment.16
The tendency to see “reintegration” as synonymous with “program support” may be useful
in project and evaluation contexts. For research purposes, however, it is unhelpful since it
narrows the focus to the issuance of material, financial, or psychological support and related
activities. It also takes attention away from the fuller picture of trajectories of the fighters.
Instead, the level of success in issuing the actual support packages takes centre stage in the
analysis. The primary agents and objects of study become the international or national
organizations. This report seeks to avoid this undue bias towards assistance only and rather
provides an account of how commanders and combatants experience the processes
whereby they change status and alter their behaviour. This is a broad and multifaceted
process in which the program support that fighters receive only plays a certain – and
sometimes rather insignificant – part.17

Programming context: the politicised and contested nature of the APRP
The current reintegration drive in Afghanistan (APRP) is situated at the heart of Afghan
politics. It is an effort that is undertaken while the two warring sides are engaged in fierce
and open battle. This distinguishes it from the bulk of reintegration programmes that have
been launched in other conflict zones in recent years where the initiatives have come after
the formal end to fighting. The APRP is, de facto, a civilian and programmatic contribution to
both the military offensive against the Taleban and the diplomatic drive to forge a
negotiated settlement with the movement. It is also an integral part of the larger ‘transition’
agenda of the Hamid Karzai government and the international forces in Afghanistan. The
other central elements of the Karzai government agenda are the military surge of 2011, the
build-up of Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), including the Afghan National Army
(ANA) and police, and eventual handover of the lead in security from international to
national forces.
This places the programme at the centre of national politics and makes it a highly contested
initiative. On the one side it is criticised by politicians that are fiercely anti-Taleban and who
doubt the usefulness of reaching out to the movement. Many of these are central in the
Northern Alliance and in Tajik based political networks. They include figures such as former
presidential candidate Abdullah Abdullah. On the other side, the core leadership of the
15
16
17

FM 3-07 Stability Operations, October 2008, para 6-107 quoted in Matt Waldman p. 2.
Ibid.
This means of defining reintegration shares some similarities with the standard UN definition from 2005, although the
UN definition primarily stresses the economic aspects. The UN definition notes that “Reintegration is a process by which
ex-combatants acquire civilian status and gain sustainable employment and income. Reintegration is essentially a social
and economic process with an open time frame, primarily taking place in communities at the local level. It is part of the
general development of a country and a national responsibility, and often necessitates long-term external assistance”
(United Nations Secretary-General, Note to the General Assembly, A/C.5/59/31, May 2005).
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Taleban and the foot soldiers still devoted to the Taleban’s cause view the APRP with deep
suspicion and hostility.
The contested nature of APRP is illustrated by the high-profile killings of APRP
representatives and threats to ex-fighters that have enrolled in the APRP programme. The
most prominent of these killings is that of Burhanuddin Rabbani, the ex-president and
chairman of the High Council for Peace, which presides over the APRP. Rabbani was
assassinated in a suicide attack in September 2011. The Minister of Reintegration and head
of APRP, Masoom Stenakzai, was also wounded in the same attack.
The killings and the reaction it spurred indicate that APRP has failed, in what is perhaps one
of its most central and difficult tasks, namely to build consensus and popular support behind
the Karzai government’s policy of reconciliation towards the Taleban. This failure results in a
tougher operating environment for the APRP and produces further uncertainties for fighters
as they are contemplating whether to disengage or not from the Taleban.

Previous Reintegration in Afghanistan: poor track record
The current reintegration drive in Afghanistan is one of several initiatives that have been
launched in recent years.18 Matt Waldman notes that the late 1980s had its share of
reintegration efforts through Dr Najibullah’s ashti mili programme, where reintegration was
one element in larger efforts to forge local non-aggression pacts across Afghanistan.19 The
joint United Nations and state-led Afghanistan New Beginnings Programme (ANBP)
implemented in 2003-2006 a large-scale demobilisation process of the Northern Alliance
affiliated militias (commonly referred to as the Disarmament, Demobilisation and
Reintegration programme, DDR) and subsequently a large-scale effort to disband illegally
armed groups (Disbandment of Illegally Armed Groups, DIAG).20 In parallel to these efforts,
the Proceay-e Tahkeem-e Solha (Peace and Reconciliation Commission) initiated in 2005,
continued to run with a mandate to reconcile and integrate ex-combatants.
The DDR programme succeeded in facilitating the formal discharge of a large number of
Northern Alliance militia, but was criticised for failing to provide meaningful support to the
ex-combatants. Moreover, assessments found that there was a tendency for Northern
Alliance commanders to subvert the process and entrench their status as local strongmen
when completing the DDR process.21
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Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit 2010 Peace at all costs? Reintegration and reconciliation in Afghanistan
October (Kabul, AREU) "Peace at all cost? Reintegration and Reconciliation in Afghanistan". Antonio Giustozzi
“Bureaucratic Façade and Political Realities of Disarmament and Demobilisation in Afghanistan” in Berdal and Ucko,
eds., Reintegrating Armed Groups After Conflict London Routledge, Matt Waldman 2010 Golden surrender? The risks,
challenges and implications of reintegration in Afghanistan (Kabul, AAN) http://www.stabilisationunit.gov.uk/
stabilisation-and-conflict-resources/thematic/doc_details/22-golden-surrender-the-risks-challenges-and-implicationsof-reintegration-in-afghanistan-.html

Matt Waldman 2010 Golden surrender? The risks, challenges and implications of reintegration in
Afghanistan (Kabul, AAN) http://www.stabilisationunit.gov.uk/stabilisation-and-conflict-resources/ thematic/
doc_details/22-golden-surrender-the-risks-challenges-and-implications-of-reintegration-in-afghanistan-.html p 3

Michael Bhatia and Robert Muggah note that the DDR programme was actually a demobilisation programme Michael
Bhatia and Robert Muggah 2009 “The Politics of Demobilisation in Afghanistan,” in Robert Muggah ed. Security and
Post-Conflict Reconstruction: Dealing with Fighters in the Aftermath of War London Routledge
21
Antonio Giustozzi 2009 “Bureaucratic Façade and Political Realities of Disarmament and Demobilisation in Afghanistan”
in Berdal and Ucko, eds., Reintegrating Armed Groups After Conflict
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The DIAG initiative was government-led and offered communities incentives (construction
of schools, clinics or agricultural infrastructure) to engage with local militias so as to ensure
that they lay down their arms and re-enter the community. However, the implementation of
DIAG community projects was poor and relatively few illegal groups were convinced to seize
their activities as part of the project. Similarly, the Proceay-e Tahkeem-e Solha was criticised
for weak implementation and an inability to reach out to combatants and commanders that
pose a significant challenge.22
Neither DDR nor DIAG have had the groups associated with the Taleban as their prime
target. The APRP, by contrast, is designed chiefly with this purpose. It runs at two levels: the
operational level where the programme engages foot soldiers, small groups and local
leaders; and the strategic and political level where the government enters into dialogue
with and seek to forge an understanding with, the leadership of the anti-government
insurgency.23
As of July 2011 2320 individuals had been fully reconciled and reintegrated through the
APRP and a further 1845 were in negotiations to enter the process. 24 This is a relatively
modest number, in light of the efforts, resources and importance placed on the initiative.
The APRP is envisioned as a three-stage process. Stage one entails social outreach,
confidence building and negotiation, where provincial and district leaders reach out to
individuals and communities that want to join the peace process. Confidence building,
negotiations and grievance resolution is prioritised.25 Stage two is demobilisation where
combatants hand over weapons, get registered and receive an identification card
guaranteeing them freedom of movement and freedom from arrest. The APRP project
document notes that local security for discharged combatants in some cases will be a
concern and that police and security forces will in some cases need to assist.
Stage three is consolidation of peace and pertains to community development and conflict
recovery. Communities, districts and provinces will be supported by the APRP and link with
existing government programmes. It may potentially include vocational and literary training,

22
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enrolment in public works and agriculture conservation for ex-combatants and community
members.26
As noted, it is not the purpose of this report to evaluate the success or failure of the APRP
programme initiative. Assessments of the programme are presented in detail in other
reports.27 However, it bears stressing that a commonly voiced criticism regarding the APRP
is the lack of organisational coherence and inability to get line ministries to start
implementing support projects in relevant communities. These criticisms correspond to
frustrations voiced by ex-fighters interviewed in this report.

Part 2: The drivers of engagement and disengagement
In this part of the report we highlight the main themes that surfaced in many of the
interviews conducted. A discussion on the theoretical implications of these findings is
provided in part 3.

Ideology and insecurity triggered mobilisation
The reason I joined the Taleban was for Jehad. I was about 17-18 years old when I
joined the group. We were young and the Mullahs would come to our areas and start
preaching. They would say things that got us excited and outraged. They would speak of
what the foreigners were doing in Afghanistan and that Islam was in danger. We joined
to defend Islam.
Ex-Taleban fighter28

A number of the fighters we interviewed noted that the belief that Islamic principles and
way of life in Afghanistan were under threat were important factors triggering mobilisation
both among the low-level fighters and high-level commanders. The actual process of
recruitment was, however, different in the two groups.
The low-level fighters were typically young and were recruited at a later stage than the
older mid or high-level commanders interviewed for this report. The low ranking
combatants note that Mullahs preaching in their areas after 2001 influenced them by
conveying that foreign troops (ISAF) in Afghanistan behaved in repulsive ways and that Islam
must be defended in the country. These are fighters that were in their late teens or twenties
in the early years after 2001.
The mid and high-level commanders are often older and mobilised initially in the late 1970s
or early 1980s as part of the resistance towards communist rule. These commanders were
enrolled at Madrassas or were students at higher education institutions in Kabul. The
students engaged in the fiercely political and religious disputes that prevailed in Afghanistan
at the time. They opposed communist and secular movements and championed the
26
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The APRP acknowledges that the reintegration process forms part of, and is dependent on, wider government efforts in
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centrality of Islam in politics and society. Many of the central teachers and students in these
years built networks and party organisations and later became top commanders in the
resistance. The mid-level commanders that were interviewed in this study belonged to
Kabul University or other education institutions and joined their fellow students and
teachers in armed struggle against the Afghan communist and Soviet forces after the coup
in 1978. Most spent shorter or longer periods in exile in Pakistan, often together with their
close families.
For many of the interviewees’ mobilisation happed with the approval of the families,
including their fathers. The fathers have often encouraged or facilitated entrance to
Madrassas and seem to have shared the religious beliefs that helped pave the way for
mobilisation. In some cases the fighters took the place of relatives that had been killed and
were bestowed with a similar rank to these family members when entering. One
commander serving primarily in a community self-defence force noted that he had had a
cousin who had served as commander, but that this power had been transferred to him at
the age of 15.

Considerable variation in hostility/support from family and home villages
We had good relations with the people. We did not bother people or give them a hard
time. They would pay us tax and we did not have to force them or anything. We were
living a normal just life and serving our group honestly. Our leaders were living an
unjust life.
Ex-Taleban fighter29

The combatants differ in how they describe their relations to home villages. Some have
operated in militia groups that served primarily as self-defence forces for their village. One
such commander stressed the close ties between the village and fighting forces he belonged
to, claiming that there was consensus from the community behind all major decisions taken
by the militia group. He also noted that at some point the self-defence force had shifted
sides from being affiliated with the Jamiat-e-Islami to the Taleban. The move was made due
to security concerns, and the commander claimed that this was done in the interest of the
village and the village had supported this decision.
Fighters and commanders that have not solely served their home village tell a different
story. Some stress that they went to lengths to establish rapport with the villages they
operated in and one commander noted that without agreement with the local population
little could have been achieved. Others hold that they kept a distance from the village
communities, stressing that they did not give them a hard time, but still collected tax from
local communities. Some interviewees note that other Taliban groups, though not their
own, collected tax from local communities but used the income for their own private use –
not in support of the cause.
Most of the fighters and commanders interviewed were married and had children, including
the fighters that were now in their twenties. Many were only able to spend short amounts
29
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of time with their families. The commanders that had served for several decades in the
movement had spent long periods of time in Pakistan, and then, it seems, usually together
with their close family.
Family and village considerations are noted as a key concern by many of the fighters.
Several of the fighters that joined the Taleban after 2001 found that their family and village
were threatened by Afghan and international forces who came to their areas to search for
the fighters. This was a key factor motivating fighters to depart form the group. In most
cases this has resulted in improved security for the family and the village, but less security
for the fighter, due to the threats of punishment by the Taleban after disengaging.

A key push factor: Disillusionment triggered demobilisation
The reason I surrendered was because these guys were just not what I thought they
were. They were fearful and did not have a real plan. They lived for today and did not
have a plan for how they were going to rule the country. They thought they could rule
the country from the top of their motorbike.
Ex-Taleban fighter30

The disengagement that some Taleban soldiers are currently embarking on in the context of
APRP is a particularly difficult type of disengagement. The Taleban is still a potent fighting
force. Moreover, it is still recruiting and it disapproves of fighters that depart from the
movement. This makes demobilisation tougher than in many other conflict settings where
demobilisation takes place after a compromise or peace deal has been forged and the toplevel leadership orders its soldiers to participate in a demobilisation process. In Afghanistan,
at present, the fighters are disengaging despite of, rather than because of, the will of the
top-level commanders.
As a fighter disengages from a group there will both be internal push factors linked to the
nature of the group or the fighting experience and external pull factors that encourage
departure (such as economic incentives or promise of amnesties). Leaving, for now, the pull
factors aside, this section identifies some of the important push factors that have triggered
demobilisation among the commanders and combatants we interviewed.
Just as the belief in the struggle was central for many in the mobilisation phase, so is the
disillusionment a central factor in triggering demobilisation among commanders and
combatants: the fighters we interviewed have all lost their belief in the purpose behind the
fighting. This disillusionment takes several forms: one commander noted that one of the
central aims of the insurgency, ensuring the removal of foreign forces from Afghanistan,
could be achieved only if the competing Afghan forces forged a compromise and united.
Several stressed concern over the fate of Afghanistan as a nation and noted that they had
joined the peace process to prevent disintegration and ensure that Afghanistan did not
loose sovereignty to other powers. Some complained that the Pakistani involvement in the
30
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Taleban was significant and this threatened Afghanistan’s sovereignty, although other
interviewees downplayed the movement’s link to Pakistan and stressed its independence.
Many of the interviewees noted that there were a number of morally corrupt leaders within
the movement. The belief that many commanders served only their private interests and
needs, rather than that of the movement or the country, was widespread. One fighter
remarked how he had observed some commanders collect tax from the villages they
controlled, but used these resources for their own private ends rather than that of the
insurgency.
A common sentiment was that the struggle and Taleban as a movement had strayed away
from Jehad and the mission to defend Islam in Afghanistan. Some fighters stressed that the
original call for Jehad was just but expressed frustration that the present activities did not
constitute genuine Jehad. A considerable number of interviewees still share the original
goals, values and ideology of the Taleban, but have become disillusioned with the use of
violence and the corrupted nature of parts of the organisation. This highlights how the
Taleban in many ways is a faith-based organisation and organises a community of believers.
As we will discussion on part 3: while the Taleban soldiers we spoke to are departing from
the fighting effort they may not be departing the community of believers.
One fighter voiced a more fierce criticism and argued that he and other uneducated fighters
had been duped by the mullahs’ calls to defend Islam and join the insurgency. A key
problem in Afghanistan was the low level of education, and more an educated youth with a
better ability to think independently would have not let themselves be misled in the way he
felt he and his comrades had.
Two additional themes also figured in many of the interviews with the low level fighters:
tiredness of the ruff and rugged lifestyle that being part of the insurgency entailed and
unease at the civilian casualties that the insurgency had, often by accident, caused.
Several of the fighters noted how they had been forced to spend long periods away from
their wife and children, often only able to return for very short trips and then facing
considerable security risks. One fighter complained about the hardship of living in the
dessert areas for long periods of time and many fighters described the hardship associated
with long periods of walking. Many of the fighters welcomed the opportunity to spend more
time with their close family; even if for some a permanent return to their home village was,
for security reasons, difficult (see below).
Descriptions of incidences where there had been tragic losses of civilian life also surface in
some of the interviews and the fighters expressed regret and dismay over these episodes.
Suicide bombings are referred to relatively seldom, but one fighter described how an
explosive device had been triggered accidentally and caused injuries and death among
women and children. These experiences seem to have been unsettling and may have
offered additional reasons for disengagement.
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Small fighting units were tight-knit and embarked on reintegration
together

Together some of us decided that enough was enough and we should leave the Taleban.
We thought we should give some peace to the locals. We made a pact and we decided
to stick to the decision together. We surrendered as a group.
Ex-Taleban fighter31

Few of the higher-level commanders described in the interviews how they embarked upon a
disengagement process from the Taleban in detail, but it seems that for many in this group
it entailed primarily personal decisions and constituted an individual process.
The low-level fighters by contrast were closely linked with the other members in their small
units and seem to have taken the decision to disengage collectively. Typically this seems to
have been groups of around three to eight. One fighter described how he had become
increasingly convinced personally and had then persuaded his immediate group leader to
embark on the process.

Absence of pull-factors: reintegration incentives are weak and civilian life is
challenging

…now the trouble has already started as the Taleban is now after us. When we
surrendered the government promised us a lot and we have not got anything. They
promised security for us but we have not got it.
Ex-Taleban fighter32

Most fighters describe life after disengaging from the insurgency as challenging. While few
seem to regret ending their involvement in the insurgency, life after disassociating from the
Taleban carries profound security, political, economic and social challenges.
The paramount challenge faced by all interviewees is security. Two aspects are particularly
important: First, the Taleban view the defectors as traitors, or even infidels. The current
government is often seen as an infidel due to their cooperation with the foreign troops, and
the former Taleban combatants entering into the APRP are similarly tainted through their
new association with the government. Moreover, the Taleban have every incentive to
punish the defectors in order to close ranks and prevent a disintegration of the fighting
force. In addition some of the former fighters have simmering rivalries and feuds in the
home areas and fear the reprisals that may be levied on them if they return.
Second, these fears are augmented by the near absence of effective police enforcement
outside the major cities in Afghanistan. The fighters are on their own if they venture outside
the urban areas. This has resulted in many of the interviewees remaining in safe houses run
31
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by the APRP and located in the cities. Many want to move their families to the urban
centres, but are deterred by high living costs and lack of employment. The result is often
that the ex-fighter stays in the city, with the wife and children remaining with close relatives
of the ex-fighter in the home community.
The fighters also note a lack of capital to kick-start agricultural or other business activities
and the majority to the absence of promised development projects by the APRP. Many
have been hit by the drought, which has made farming more difficult and lessened demand
for seasonal agricultural labourer. A number of fighters have switched sides and work as
local police militias. One interviewee noted that the salary here was modest and it was
difficult to support a family on the going rates.33

33

Balkh province is a good example of this where there are several local protection forces which the locals, the excombatants and even the APRP employees see as part of the Afghan Local Police but which are in reality simply a militia
created under the guardianship of a high ranking government official.
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Part 3: Analytical discussion and conclusions
In part 2 we highlighted the main themes that surfaced in our interviews. Below we ask how
these findings resonate with the analytical categories we presented at the outset of this
report.

Trajectories: return to home village denied for some
The fighters interviewed for this report take a number of trajectories. A common challenge
for many is that an easy return to their home village is difficult, and many need to reside in
urban areas. There is little signs however that the fighters we spoke to are considering a
return to the Taleban movement, and, as such, there is little oscillation between their status
as civilian and Taleban solider. What we do find, however, is that several are remobilised
into of police or community security groups. In this way departure from the Taleban does
not mean an end to violence and armament. Rather the trajectory taken in some cases is
one where departure from the Taleban includes continued mobilisation, but now in legal
forms.
One useful aspect of analysis of trajectories is the emphasis that the experience of selfintegrated combatants is as useful as experiences of those that are going through formal
programmes. Due to the limited sample in this report we have little grounds for making
comparisons between these two types of groups, aside from, noting that many of the key
challenges associated with departure, insecurity in the home villages, are likely shared by
self-integrated and APRP beneficiaries.

A multi-centric notion of community: religion and nation also important
This report has not dwelled in-depth at the fighters’ sense of belonging to different
communities (lived space or abstract ones). It bears stressing though that most of the
fighters interviewed stressed their membership in a ‘community of believers’ such as Islam.
This membership was important both for their mobilisation and for the values and
perspectives use to interpret their situation after disengaging from the Taleban movement.
Many also highlight a sense of belonging to the larger and abstract community of the
Afghan nation: fighters express concerns at the consequences of continued fighting for their
home country and some have departed because they the military movements are seen as
unduly controlled by foreigners.

Disengagement: continued commitment to Taleban values
At the outset we noted that ‘disengagement’ refers to changes in behaviour and
participation in social groups and activities, while ‘deradicalisation’ refers to changes in
values and attitudes. This distinction is useful when assessing our interview material. A
number of fighters stressed a continued adherence to many of the underlying values
associated with the Taleban movement. At the same time however, 16 ex-soldiers that we
interviewed clearly sought to change their behaviour. As is the case with other studies on
engagement, social relations were important. The family played important parts for many
both when they decided to join and to leave, and the immediate network of soldiers in the
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fighting unit was central: in most cases the fighters had disengaged collectively, not as a
lone decision that ran contrary to the wishes these small and tight knit units.
Many identified clear push factors (negative forces and circumstances that make social
affiliations unattractive) within the movement: self-serving leaders, harsh life and negative
consequences of the movement operations motivated fighters to leave. At the same time,
the pull factors (attractive and rewarding alternatives to life as a combatant) were less clear,
aside from the prospects of being able to spend more time with their families.

Reintegration: social, economic and political
In the first part of this report we defined reintegration as being broadly similar to
disengagement but wider: it also includes activities and notions of belonging after leaving an
armed group and we highlighted the social, political and economic dimensions of these. All
three dimensions emerge in our interview material. We saw that the family remained an
important reference point for many throughout their militant years: in this way the period
after leaving is less about social re-integration, many fighters remain integrated throughout
their fighting years and this continued experience in belonging made entry into civilian lives
easier.
In political terms there was no clear-cut reintegration. Few of the fighters we spoke to
engaged in political activities and as such did not replace efforts to achieve political goals
through violent with peaceful ones. By contrast there were was a real change in economic
activities, the fighters moved away from the livelihoods associated with the militia
networks. Fighters worked hard to become economically reintegrated but faced difficulties
in this process and struggled to support themselves and their families.
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Conclusions
The ex-fighters interviewed in this study are in a difficult situation. Their security, as well as
that of their families, is under threat. They face considerable economic hardship, which has
been augmented by the recent drought, and receive little support from the government or
the international community. None of the ex-fighters contemplate a return to the Taleban,
and some stress that they are relieved and happy to have disengaged – even if their
situation now is both disappointing and difficult. However, the challenges faced by exfighters are discouraging to others contemplating similar moves and may be one of several
factors that work to keep numbers of fighters disengaging from the Taleban relatively low.
Moreover, many of the ex-fighters are easily recruited to local police or militia and this
means that their reintegration is only partial in many respects since violence or the threat of
force remains central to how these ex-fighters earn an income.
While these difficulties are not uncommon for combatants that have chosen to disengage in
other war-torn countries, the plight of the ex-fighters we interviewed highlight a number of
particularities associated with the Afghan case.
First among these are the profound insecurities that stem from the fact that the war
continues with unrelenting strength. The second distinguishing feature of the Afghan case is
the prominent place of religion and ideology. One fighter noted how he believed that his
afterlife had been secure when he was part of the Taleban, but that now he was not so sure.
Religion and religious leaders were central in mobilising the fighters and religious and
political issues are continuing concerns as the fighters disengage.
A third feature is the centrality of family. All the fighters we spoke to were married and
many note how relieved they are to be able to spend more time with their wife and children
now that they have disengaged. This makes Afghan fighters different from young men
disengaging in other country contexts, who may often be unmarried or might have lost their
family ties. The tight social fabric that Afghan ex-fighters often are part of, facilitate their
social reintegration, and may make this aspect of reintegration more successful than in
other settings.
Finally, the Afghan case is interesting for the way in which it highlights urban-rural
differences. While many of the fighters hail from the countryside, they find that returning to
their home village is difficult for security reasons. Many note that personal feuds from the
war years or threats from current Taleban forces bar them from returning to rural areas. By
contrast the urban areas are perceived as safe havens and with considerable economic
prospects. However, high living costs, especially for accommodation, make it difficult for the
fighters to establish themselves in the city and embark upon a quest to make an acceptable
living that would allow for them and their families to live together in the city.
These four distinct features of the Afghan case have broader relevance for how we
conceptualise reintegration and associated project interventions. We highlight these below
in the implications section. First however, as a concluding note on the Afghanistan case, it
bears stressing that overall, security concerns is, as it is for many other initiatives in
Afghanistan the key factor hindering reintegration. Insecurity negatively impacts economic
reintegration since few of the ex-fighters are able to draw on their full potential for income
generation due to threats of retaliation from the Taleban. The prospects for social
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reintegration are by contrast good, due to the tight family relations. Few of our findings
relate to political reintegration, but we might note that the place of ex-Taleban fighters in
the political make-up of Afghanistan will depend on what kind of, if any; political
compromise may be forged between the national Taleban leadership and the mainstream
legitimate political forces in Afghanistan. For now though, security concerns trump all other
concerns for the ex-fighters and any reintegration assistance needs to tackle this issues head
on.
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Implications for programming
Our findings have implications both for the APRP specifically and reintegration programming
more generally for a number of country settings. We highlight these implications below:











Avoid home village bias: Programming needs to understand the different connotations
that ex-fighters place in urban versus rural areas. Assumptions cannot be made that a
return to home communities in rural areas can be done easily. Programming need to
assess how these issues play out on a case by case basis and consider whether prospects
for urban settlement may be more likely. If so programme interventions must be
tailored accordingly.
Assess value of combatants’ networks: There is considerable cohesion in the immediate
group that a fighter has served with in Afghanistan. This raises the question as to
whether this network should be seen as a central asset for the ex-fighter, which offers
security and contacts that may be useful in for the ex-fighter as he/she navigates in the
post-war economy. Programmers should explicitly assess whether these networks
should be supported or discouraged: does it hinder or enable reintegration?
Draw on private sector: The government has very little implementing capacity in
Afghanistan and this delays provision of support packages, including temporary
employment. It may be that constructive cooperation with the private sector is a more
efficient way of supporting economic reintegration on the part of ex-fighters. DDR
programming need to finds way of more proactively engage with the private sector –
preferably at an early stage in programming.
Engage with families: The prospects of spending more time with the family, is an
important pull factor that encourages disengagement in Afghanistan. The family is also a
vehicle for social reintegration and also, possibly, rehabilitation of a fighter’s social
reputation. Programming need to understand the distinct role played by different types
of family members in particular post-conflict settings and think of ways to play with and
strengthen these positive contributions.
Include attention to religion and ideology: Ideology and role of religious leaders is
central in Afghanistan and they shape how ex-fighters think about their time as fighters
and status as ex-fighter. Many may still feel they are part of the Taleban if defined as a
community of believers. This has important bearings for the prospects of political
reintegration. Programmes must assess what kinds of ideological, religious or values
based dimensions shape a fighters perspectives on reintegration, and, where resources
are available, seek to engage with these in a constructive manner.
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The International Research Group on Reintegration
Efforts to ensure social, political and economic reintegration of former combatants are persistently neglected in
peacebuilding interventions. This is so, even as reintegration of former fighters is a central prerequisite for durable
peace to take hold and for post-war economic reconstruction to be kick-started.
The Centre for Peace Studies’ (CPS) International Research Group on Reintegration (IRGR) is currently in
cooperation with other applied academic institutions and
international agencies, including the United Nations Interagency Working Group on DDR (IAWG-DDR), undertaking interdisciplinary and comparative studies of
reintegration. Current initiatives build on a four years
in-depth project with the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI) on the contexts of DDR. Ongoing
applied research will enable the group to assess strengths
and weaknesses in current DDR policy formulation and
programming and contribute to a bolstering of reintegration efforts in key conflict zones.
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The research initiative will solidify the standing of the
Centre for Peace Studies at the University of Tromsø and
associated partners as an international hub for expertise
on reintegration. Complementary to the ongoing IAWGCPS collaboration, which also has a focus on customization of DDR knowledge products, CPS is in collaboration
with UNIDIR (Geneva) and Livework (a leading innovator of service design), developing prototypes which may
enable CPS gradually to take on global service functions
on reintegration.
Disarmament and demobilization, the shorter and technical sides of DDR, usually receive considerable focus and

resources. Reintegration, however, is understudied and
critically underfinanced. The work of the IRGR may help
rectify this by maintaining a deliberate focus on reintegration and substantiate why long-term funding will enhance cost-effectiveness of peacebuilding. An underlying
premise of current initiatives is that if reintegration, in all
its facets, is systematically studied, we can generate new
important evidence-based knowledge that will help future
reintegration programming. Too little is known about the
mechanisms that facilitate and play into reintegration processes. These need to be recorded, distilled and analyzed
in order for researchers and practitioners to see common
patterns and processes, which in turn can shed new light
on why and how reintegration processes unfold in the way
they do. Reintegration is an issue gaining importance in
inter-agency efforts - helping to develop UN-wide tools
and approaches will therefore provide important support
to the Integrated Missions concept.
The IRGR comprises both faculty staff and affiliated leading scholars on DDR and global security. Furthermore,
CPS currently supports young researchers to develop expert knowledge on DDR and Reintegration in particular.
CPS’s own PhD and MA students in Peace and Conflict
Transformation are affiliated with the expert group and
receive guidance from a group who combine academic
excellence with dedicated work as practitioners. Several
of the groups’ members are current or former UN staff,
including from agencies such as DPKO, UNDP, UNIFEM
and UNESCAP. The DDR team will offer advice on design, implementation and evaluation of DDR, as well as
on institutional capacity building and on mainstreaming
gender-aware reintegration concerns into large-scale reconstruction and recovery efforts.
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